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crowning
glory
All the tools and tricks to emulate those lustrous
locks of Catherine, Duchess of Cambridge.
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f you want the glossy mane of the
Duchess but whatever you do or use
it’s not working, then invest in your
hair by seeing a trichologist. The Philip
Kingsley Clinic (philipkingsley.co.uk)
in the heart of Mayfair has a team of
highly experienced and dedicated
hair specialists, who provide expert
advice and treatment for all types of hair
loss and scalp concerns. With countless
A-List clientele, even if you are just looking
to improve hair growth, the team will look at
how diet, stress and lifestyle are affecting your
hair and suggest changes to greatly improve
its appearance. To encourage enviable thick
hair, add LA Science Follicle Stimulating
Shampoo (£14.99, Boots) and Anti Hair
Loss Serum (£29.99, Boots) to your routine.
This advanced healthy hair growth system
maximizes hair growth and shine with a
nourishing peptide complex, for long strong
hair that screams ‘health’.
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Catherine’s hairdresser of choice Richard
Ward that styles the hair we all covet has now
released his own range of couture haircare.
His Clay Mineral Conditioning Treatment
Masque (£23, mycouturehair.com) is brilliant
if your tresses are craving an intensive, extra
moisture surge and shine injection that
doesn’t weigh down the hair. To improve your
hair’s manageability, nourish and detangle
the hair and reduce blow-drying time, there
is only one product for the job - Moroccanoil
(£30.45, 0800 310 1133). Infused with argan
oil, this cult treatment will instantly absorb
into the hair to create luminous shine and
luxurious Duchess worthy locks.
For the perfect Duchess inspired blow-dry
at home, the BaByliss Big Hair (£45, Argos)
styler creates voluminous hair with zero
hassle. Big Hair’s large rotating hot air brush
builds fullness, body and bounce with ease,
whilst the soft bristles and ceramic barrel
simultaneously add smoothness and shine. A

quick spritz of Richard Ward’s Volumiser Root
Booster (£19, mycouturehair.com) before
blow-drying will leave your locks ultra glossy
and full of lustrous volume.
Catherine is great at changing up her
hairstyle to fit the occasion. On her’s and
Prince William’s trip to Canada, Catherine
sported a manageable yet stylish high
ponytail. To emulate her look Flip-In Hair’s
Pasoday Ponytail (£124.99, flipinhair.co.uk)
available in 43 divine colours, gives you an
instant ponytail that hooks around your
existing hair making it impossible to detect
that it’s not real. Also favoured by the Duchess
is the classic and simple to achieve chignon.
If your hair isn’t as thick as you would like
to copy this hairstyle, then grab an Artemis
Bun from Annabelle’s Hair Couture (£36,
annabelleswigs.co.uk). This faux drawstring
bun is available in 9 shades and is made with
Flexihair which looks and feels like real hair
for a natural finish. ■

